• Beginning and during the placement Positives!!
• Students bring new and up to date information to the clinical site that may inform practice • Teaching a student and performing clinical reasoning tasks with a student re-enforces your own clinical reasoning skills • Contributes to competencies should you seek a more senior role
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To create and sustain a positive learning environment
• Pre-placement management
• Beginning and during placement
• Post placement management
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Pre-placement Management
•
Step 1: Evaluation of yourself as a mentor
Step 2: Evaluation of the organisation as a learning environment
Step 3: Evaluation of the student in relation to the placement learning experience
Step 1: Evaluation of yourself as a mentor Step 1: Evaluation of yourself as a mentor Step 2: Evaluation of your department as a learning environment
• Identify the external factors that can affect the running of a clinical learning experience (Repeat SWOT analysis for this purpose)
• Step 2: Evaluation of your department as a learning environment
• Stakeholders -Universities / HEIs -Placement providers -Practice Educators -Students
• Guidelines -Preparation for placement -During the placement -Following the placement
Step 3: Student Evaluation
• Background, previous experience and skills
• Learning styles questionnaire
• What areas they like / dislike
• Their placement goals
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Beginning and during placement
• Give a learning styles questionnaire
• Plan a flexible, structured and varied time-table
• Provide an orientation to the clinical site and an introduction to staff members
• Use the student's learning objectives form taking into account their level of training
• Address any concerns the new student has and give time for questions
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Learning objectives form
• Allows clarification of what the student expects to see/ do/ learn during their placement
• Guides the student towards setting SMART goals
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SMART Goals
• E.g. for 3 rd year student might be:
• To be able to complete a subjective assessment on a musculoskeletal patient in the OPD setting within 20 minutes by week 3 of placement Post-placement management
• Once the student's learning experience is completed it is useful to evaluate the placement from both the student and the mentor perspective • Evaluation also undertaken by the universities • Can use a specifically designed feedback form for both the student and the mentor or can use the comments at the front of the clinical appraisal form 25 26
• By reflecting back on what you intended to happen during the placement and what actually happened, you can learn and develop in your role as a mentor
